espresso machine

EVO2

A re-design of dalla corte's ground breaking
evolution series, the evo2 features the same dtcs
independent multi-boiler system, but with a new
outer design and onboard digital control system.

FEATURES
The DTCS Multi-boiler
system gives the DC EVO2
a temperature stability of
0.3* Celcius.

Simple Construction Machine can be
accessed for service by
removing only 4 screws.

Each group head can have
its temperature set
independently.

Thermally Insulated No heat is lost at any
point of the heating to
extraction process.

Multi-functional LCD
Panel - Gives the Barista
immediate control over
the machine parameters
for extraction.

Digital Alarms System Faults are digitally
recorded by the machine
so there is no
guesswork by the
technician.

The DC EVO2 is up to
42% more energy
efficient than a E61
system. Through its
multi-boiler system
energy is only used as
is precisely needed.
Brewing units can be
individually turned of
when not needed.

Variety of Finishes - The
DC EVO2 comes in 4
standard finishes - Black,
White, Aluminium and
Amber Red Side panels and also in a high chassis
model.

Ergonomic Design Group is visible and low
laying, Steam wands
feature half-twist, and
handle is shaped for
ease in repetitive use.

Through a patented
boiler design and PID
controlled element the
system can hold this
stability in super high
volume periods with
ease.

specs

2 groups

3 groups

Dimensions (L x h x T)

MM

730 x 510 x 560

940 x 510 x 560

Weight

KG

67

83

KW

7.9

11.3

230V/1PH/25AMP

230V/1PH/32AMP

Power consumption

(24h-stand-by)

Connected load
Boiler capacity

L

7.5

13

CAPACITY of group HEADS

L

0.5

0.5

SERIAL CONNECTION

RS 485

RS 485

CONTINUOUS WATER CONNECTION

3/8” WITH TAP

3/8” WITH TAP

WASTE CONNECTION

WITHIN 1M

WITHIN 1M

2 & 3 group high chassis models also available.

Finishes
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